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➤Fitting the elephant with BSM free parameters 
➤ The “oblique corrections” S-T-U in vacuum polarisation:

αS = 4e2[Π′ 

33(0) − Π′ 

3Q(0)]

αT =
e2[Π11(0) − Π33(0)]

sin2(θW)cos2(θW)m2
Z

αU = 4e2[Π′ 

11(0) − Π′ 

33(0)]

Peskin and Takeuchi `92
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“THREE CLOUDS” IN PARTICLE PHYSICS SINCE 2021
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➤Further experimental confirmation 
➤ Fermilab Run 2 ~ Run 5 analysis  

➤ LHCb Upgrade I (2025) and II (2030) 

➤ ATLAS, LHCb, CMS all have on-going 
analysis of W mass.

Statistics from iNSPIRE-HEP by 22-07-2022
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➤Challenge experiment with 
better/alternative predictions 
➤ Lattice prediction of HVP in g-2 

➤ Improve template fit in CDFII 
(ResBos@NLO+NNLL)Bo
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“THREE CLOUDS” IN PARTICLE PHYSICS SINCE 2021
➤Fitting the elephant with BSM free parameters 

➤ The “oblique corrections” S-T-U in vacuum polarisation:

αS = 4e2[Π′ 

33(0) − Π′ 

3Q(0)]

αT =
e2[Π11(0) − Π33(0)]

sin2(θW)cos2(θW)m2
Z

αU = 4e2[Π′ 

11(0) − Π′ 

33(0)]

Peskin and Takeuchi `92
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“THREE CLOUDS” IN PARTICLE PHYSICS SINCE 2021

Slide by Gavin Salam ICHEP 2022

Statistics from iNSPIRE-HEP by 22-07-2022
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W MASS IN CDFII MEASUREMENT
➤PDG world average:  (PDG`20) 

➤CDFII latest result:  (CDF `22) 

➤ Indirect measurement of  distributions  

 

➤ Template fit to the best parameter values 
➤ Full error = Experiment + Theory model

mW = 80379 ± 12 MeV

mW = 80433 ± 9 MeV

mW
T , pl

T, pν
T

pl(ν)
T = (pl(ν)

x )2 + (pl(ν)
y )2

El(ν)
T = m2 + (pl(ν)

x )2 + (pl(ν)
y )2 ≈ pl(ν)

T

mW
T = 2El

TEν
T(1 − cosΔϕ)

➤ Experiment statistics:  

➤ Experiment systematic:  

➤ Theory model:  
ResBos, DYqT, PHOTOS, HORACE

±6.4 MeV

±5.3 MeV

±5.2 MeV ±?? MeV
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Illustrator: Gaia Fontana



W MASS IN CDFII MEASUREMENT
➤  two templates with  MeVdσ/dmW

T ΔmW = 100

Slide by Chris Hays ICHEP 2022

 100 MeV ~ 0.5-2% change in ΔmW = dσ/dmW
T  10 MeV ~ 0.1% precision in ΔmW = dσ/dmW

T
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PRECISION PREDICTIONS AT HADRON COLLIDER

fa|A(xa) fb|B(xb)

�̂ab

X

xaPA xbPB

PA

A

PB

B

f
QCD improved parton model

�AB =
X

ab

Z 1

0
dxa

Z 1

0
dxb fa|A(xa) fb|B(xb) �̂ab(xa, xb)

�
1+O(⇤QCD/Q)

�

<latexit sha1_base64="ycQEEGn3WkApHkVpk+WJ6KwSSUg=">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</latexit>

Parton distribution functions 
(Energy evolution from all exp.) 

 3-5 % at LHC energy± Hard scattering 
(Perturbative quantum field theory) 

 10 % level!±

�̂ab = �̂(0)
ab +

⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘
�̂(1)
ab +

⇣↵s

2⇡

⌘2
�̂(2)
ab + . . .

<latexit sha1_base64="O1G4yZvHnwkTsfZXDrr4HkYFNFU=">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</latexit>

non-perturbative effects 
(Fragmentation, hadronisation) 

 /± Λ ̂s

Typ
ical 

prec
ision

 at 
NNLO wit

h 5-
15%
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intie
s
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Resummation Fixed OrderTransitionNon-perturbative

PRECISION PREDICTIONS AT HADRON COLLIDER

➤Beyond QCD improved parton model

➤pQCD describes the tail of spectrum

➤Large logarithmic divergence 
 

➤Various LP resummation schemes

➤Multiple solutions in transition region

➤Non-perturbative effects ~ 1 GeV 
(Short distance and long distance effects) 

ln
pT

Q
as pT → 1 GeV
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Resummation Fixed OrderTransitionNon-perturbative

H

g

g

Hg

gg

t/b? ?

@ N3LL (full) 
@ N4LL (partial) 

Light  effectsmq

@N3LO V 
@NNLO V+jet

⊗ ⊕
MiNNLO 
Profiling

S.D. and L.D.  
NP models

PRECISION PREDICTIONS AT HADRON COLLIDER

dσ
dpT res

dσ
dpT F.O.

dσ
dpT res

+
dσ
dpT F.O.

−
dσ
dpT truncated

fNP(x, bT, ξ)
Lattice QCD

~2% (fitting data) 
> 10% (lattice)

~ 1% (single) 
~3% (multiple)

~ 1% (single) 
~3% (multiple)

~1-10%  
 (Scale Unc.)

➤Beyond QCD improved parton model

➤pQCD describes the tail of spectrum

➤Large logarithmic divergence 
 

➤Various LP resummation schemes

➤Multiple solutions in transition region

➤Non-perturbative effects ~ 1 GeV 
(Short distance and long distance effects)

ln
pT

Q
as pT → 1 GeV
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➤CDF II use ResBos to generate theory templates

➤NLO+NNLL accuracy for W/Z production 

➤CSS factorisation and resummation of  in  space: 
 

 
 

➤Non-perturbative effects at  and large : 
 

pT b

αs(Λ) b

PRECISION PREDICTIONS IN CDFII

Balazs, Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan`97 to`03

Collins, Soper and Sterman`85
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➤CDF II use ResBos to generate theory templates

➤NLO+NNLL accuracy for W/Z production 

➤CSS factorisation and resummation of  in  space: 
 

 
 

➤Non-perturbative effects at  and large : 
 

pT b

αs(Λ) b

 assumes the BLNY functional formSNP

PRECISION PREDICTIONS IN CDFII

Balazs, Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan`97 to`03

Collins, Soper and Sterman`85

Collins and Soper `77

Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan `02
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➤CDF II use ResBos to generate theory templates

➤NLO+NNLL accuracy for W/Z production 

➤CSS factorisation and resummation of  in  space: 
 

 
 

➤Non-perturbative effects at  and large : 
 

pT b

αs(Λ) b

 assumes the BLNY functional formSNP

PRECISION PREDICTIONS IN CDFII

Balazs, Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan`97 to`03

Collins, Soper and Sterman`85

Collins and Soper `77

Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan `02

➤Use data driven method: 

mW
T ∼ 0.7 MeV, pl

T ∼ 2.3 MeV, pν
T ∼ 0.9 MeV

Fix g1 g2 g3

Global 
fit `03

CDFII 
fit

Global fit 
`03

CDFII 
fit

Global fit 
`03

pZ
T

αs

pZ
T /pW

T

Global fit by Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan `03

CDF supplementary materials `22
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➤CDF II use ResBos to generate theory templates

➤NLO+NNLL accuracy for W/Z production 

➤CSS factorisation and resummation of  in  space: 
 

 
 

➤Non-perturbative effects at  and large : 
 

pT b

αs(Λ) b

 assumes the BLNY functional formSNP

PRECISION PREDICTIONS IN CDFII

Balazs, Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan`97 to`03

Collins, Soper and Sterman`85

Collins and Soper `77

Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan `02

➤Use data driven method: 

mW
T ∼ 0.7 MeV, pl

T ∼ 2.3 MeV, pν
T ∼ 0.9 MeV

Fix g1 g2 g3

Global 
fit `03

CDFII 
fit

Global fit 
`03

CDFII 
fit

Global fit 
`03

pZ
T

αs

pZ
T /pW

T

Global fit by Brock, Landry, Nadolsky and Yuan `03

CDF supplementary materials `22

➤Scale uncertainty of  by DYQT pZ
T /pW

T

mW
T ∼ 3.5 MeV, pl

T ∼ 10.1 MeV, pν
T ∼ 3.9 MeV

Bozzi, Catani, Ferrera, de Florian, Grazzini `09 `11

CDF sm`22Not included in final result
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➤ResBos  ResBos2 
➤NNLO+N3LL accuracy for W/Z production

➤Upgrade CSS formalism to N3LL

➤Rescale NLO to NNLO from MCFM:

 

➤Dependence of angular coefficients recently 
included with more rescaling:

→

Isaacson Ph.D. thesis`17

Isaacson, Fu and Yuan`22

Campbell, Ellis and Giele `15

PRECISION PREDICTIONS IN CDFII

dσNLO

dpTdydQ
→ KNNLO

NLO
(pT, y, Q)

dσNLO

dpTdydQ

dσ
dcosθdϕ

∼
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➤ResBos  ResBos2 
➤NNLO+N3LL accuracy for W/Z production

➤Upgrade CSS formalism to N3LL

➤Rescale NLO to NNLO from MCFM:

 

➤Dependence of angular coefficients recently 
included with more rescaling:

→

Isaacson Ph.D. thesis`17

Isaacson, Fu and Yuan`22

Campbell, Ellis and Giele `15

PRECISION PREDICTIONS IN CDFII

dσNLO

dpTdydQ
→ KNNLO

NLO
(pT, y, Q)

dσNLO

dpTdydQ

dσ
dcosθdϕ

∼ We determine that the data-driven techniques used by 
CDF capture most of the higher order corrections, and 
using higher order corrections would result in a decrease 
in the value reported by CDF by at most 10 MeV

1
σ

dσ
dpW

T
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➤ResBos  ResBos2 
➤NNLO+N3LL accuracy for W/Z production

➤Upgrade CSS formalism to N3LL

➤Rescale NLO to NNLO from MCFM:

 

➤Dependence of angular coefficients recently 
included with more rescaling:

→

Isaacson Ph.D. thesis`17

Isaacson, Fu and Yuan`22

Campbell, Ellis and Giele `15

PRECISION PREDICTIONS IN CDFII

dσNLO

dpTdydQ
→ KNNLO

NLO
(pT, y, Q)

dσNLO

dpTdydQ

dσ
dcosθdϕ

∼
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➤Alternative tools on the market

➤NNLO QCD

➤DYNNLO Catani, Cieri, Ferrera, Florian Grazzini `09

➤FEWZ Gavin, Li, Petriello, Quackenbush `13

➤MATRIX Grazzini, Kallweit, Wiesemann `17

➤MCFM Boughezal et. al. `16 Campbell, Neumann `19

➤Cross check Alekhin, Kardos, Moch, Trocsanyi `21

➤NNLO + PS

➤   in POWHEG-BOX 
Monni, Nason, Re, Wiesemann, Zanderighi `20

MiNNLOPS



➤Assemble each  at N3LO
➤ Integration of QCD radiation with unitarity cuts
➤Standard treatment of multi-loop calculations except elliptic integrals with  
➤Use threshold expansion at different region of  and truncate at sufficiently high orders . 
➤Use generalised power series ansatz to test the approximation and match coeff. of overlapping regions.

Not exact analytical solution of elliptic integrals but numerically precise enough for phenomenology

̂σab(xa, xb)

τ = m2/ ̂s where ̂s = xaxbs
τ (𝒪(100)) (Mistlberger `18)

Phys.Rev.Lett. 114 (2015) 212001 Phys.Rev.Lett. 125 (2020) 5, 051804

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR σN3LO

➤Application of ggF Higgs production 
➤Remarkable precision of the first N3LO XS 

(Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, Furlan, Gehrmann, 
Herzog, Lazopoulos, Mistlberger `15 to `18)

➤Available in public code iHixs 2 (Dulat, 
Lazopoulos, Mistlberger `18)

➤Further application to bbF Higgs (Dulat, 
Lazopoulos, Mistlberger `19)

➤ VBF to Higgs and HH using DIS structure function  
(Dreyer, Karlberg `17 `19)

Xuan Chen (UZH)                                                                 Fixed-order QCD prediction of Drell-Yan observables                   17



pp → γ*

pp → W±

pp → Z/γ* → e+e−

➤Application to  colour singlet production at the LHC (Duhr, Dulat, Mistlberger `20 `21)2 → 1
STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR σN3LO
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➤Application to  colour singlet production at the LHC (Baglio, Duhr, Mistlberger, Szafron `22)2 → 2



๏ What is the probability of producing a Higgs boson?σpp→H
tot

dσpp→H

... where the Higgs decays into a pair of photons, , and the leading and sub-leading photon have a transverse 
momentum that is larger than 35% and 25% of the Higgs boson mass, respectively, and are produced within the 
rapidity interval , where the barrel-endcap region  is excluded. Photons are further 
required to be isolated from additional QCD activity by requiring that the scalar sum of the transverse momenta 
of hadrons in a cone of  around the photons is less than  of the photon transverse energy .

H → γγ

|yγ | < 2.37 1.37 < |yγ | < 1.52

ΔR = 0.2 5 % ET

Measurements are done 
within a fiducial volume: 

want direct comparison 
(extrapolation    source of uncertainties)↭

GOING DIFFERENTIAL
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Slide by Alexander Huss MIAPbP 2022



➤Differential N3LO accuracy
➤Projection to Born
➤Jet production in DIS (NNLOJET) Currie, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Niehues `18
➤Higgs decay to  (MCFM) Mondini, Schiavi, Williams `19
➤Higgs production via ggF (RapidiX+NNLOJET) XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Mistlberger, Pelloni `21

➤qT slicing
➤Higgs production via ggF (HN3LO+NNLOJET) Cieri, XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss `18
➤Higgs pair production via ggF (with modified iHixs2) Chen, Li, Shuo, Wang `19
➤Drell-Yan production (NNLOJET) XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, Zhu `21 `22

➤Combined with resummation (N3LL at small qT)
➤Drell-Yan production (DYTurbo) Camarda, Cieri, Ferrera `21 (RadISH+NNLOJET) XC, Gehrmann, Glover, 

Huss, Monni, Re, et. al. `18 `19 `22 (CuTe-MCFM with partial N4LL) Neumann and Campbell `22
➤Higgs production via ggF (SCET+NNLOJET) XC, Gehrmann et. al.`18  (SCETlib) Billis, Dehnadi, et. al.`21

bb̄

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO

dσF
NkLO

d𝒪
= (dσF+jet

Nk−1LO

d𝒪
−

dσF+jet
Nk−1LO

d�̃� ) +
dσF

NkLO

d�̃�

dσF
NkLO = ℋF

NkLO ⊗ dσF
LO δ(τ)

+ [dσF+jet
Nk−1LO

− dσF CT
NkLO]τ>τcut

+ 𝒪(τ2
cut /Q2)
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➤Differential N3LO predictions for neutral current production
➤ Fully differential N3LO Drell-Yan production (XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, Zhu `21) 

➤ Apply qt-slicing at N3LO with SCET factorisation and expand to N3LO: 

 
 
 

➤ All factorised functions are recently known up to N3LO: 
1) 3-loop hard function   (Gehrmann, Glover, Huber, Ikizlerli, Studerus `10) 
2) Transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) soft function  at  (Li, Zhu `16) 

3) Matching kernel of TMD beam function  at  (Luo, Yang, Zhu, Zhu `19, Ebert, Mistlberger, Vita `20) 

➤ Apply qt cut to factorise N3LO contribution into two parts:  

                

H(3)
qq̄

S(b⊥, μ) α3
s

Iqk α3
s

dσγ*
N3LO = [ℋγ* ⊗ dσγ*]N3LO

δ(pT,γ*)
+ [dσγ*+jet

NNLO − dσγ* CT
N3LO ]pT,γ*>qcut

T
+ 𝒪((qcut

T /Q)2)

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO
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➤Differential N3LO predictions for neutral and charged current production
➤ Computational setup for  

(identical setup in the inclusive calculation by Durh, Dulat and Mistlberger in Phys.Rev.Lett. 125 (2020) 17, 172001) 

➤ Fix Q value for  at 100 GeV (NNLO and N3LO scale variations deviate) 

➤ Use central value of PDF4LHC15_nnlo_mc as benchmark input 

➤  GeV for central QCD scale and use 7-point variations for uncertainty estimation 

➤ Apply  GeV constrain for NNLO  without jet definition  

➤ Computational setup for  

➤ Dynamic QCD scale  with 7 variations and  

➤ Use NNPDF31_nnlo PDFs and  GeV 

➤ Unit CKM matrix for LHC process 

➤ Common setup 
➤ Consider LO decay with , ,  EW-scheme with fixed  value

pp → γ* → l+l−

γ*

μR = μF = 100

pT,γ* > 0.25 γ* + Jet

pp → W± → l±ν

μR = μF = mlν mlν ∈ [0, + ∞]

pT,lν > 0.5

me = mμ = 0 αs(mZ) = 0.118 Gμ α

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO
𝒪(αα3

s )
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➤Differential N3LO predictions for neutral and charged current production

∑ dσV
N3LO ≡ ∑

dpT,V

dσV+jet
NNLO/dpT,V |pT,V>qcut

T
+ ∑

dpT,V

dσV SCET
N3LO /dpT,V |pT,V∈[0,qcut

T ]

XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, Zhu Phys.Rev.Lett. 128 (2022) 5

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO

XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, Zhu in preparation
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➤Differential N3LO predictions for charged current production

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO

XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, Zhu `22

dσW−

FO /d |yW− |dσW+

FO /d |yW+ |
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ATLAS `17

➤Differential N3LO predictions for charged current production
mT = (El

T + Eν
T)2 − ( ⃗pl

T + ⃗pν
T)2 = 2El

TEν
T(1 − cosϕ)

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO

XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, Zhu `22
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➤Differential N3LO predictions for charged current production
mT = (El

T + Eν
T)2 − ( ⃗pl

T + ⃗pν
T)2 = 2El

TEν
T(1 − cosϕ)

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO

1
σ

dσ
dmW

T
LHC

XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, Zhu in preparation

1
σ

dσ
dmW

T
Tevatron
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➤Differential fiducial N3LO predictions
➤Setup with CDFII fiducial cuts: 

 

➤2-generation quark mixing (Cabibbo mixing) 

➤Dynamic QCD scale  with 7 variations

s = 1.96 TeV, pW
T < 15 GeV, |yl | < 1,

pl
T Eν

T ∈ [30,55] GeV, mW
T ∈ [60,100] GeV

μR = μF = mlν

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO

➤Use central value of NNPDF40 (nnlo) 

➤ qT slicing start from  GeV 
➤Impact of CKM matrix 

➤Unit CKM for LHC processes 
➤Cabibbo mixing for Tevatron processes

pT,lν > 0.5
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0.2%±
2%±

➤Differential fiducial N3LO predictions
➤Setup with CDFII fiducial cuts: 

 

➤2-generation quark mixing (Cabibbo mixing) 

➤Dynamic QCD scale  with 7 variations

s = 1.96 TeV, pW
T < 15 GeV, |yl | < 1,

pl
T Eν

T ∈ [30,55] GeV, mW
T ∈ [60,100] GeV

μR = μF = mlν

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO

➤Use central value of NNPDF40 (nnlo) 

➤ qT slicing start from  GeV 
➤Impact of CKM matrix 

➤Unit CKM for LHC processes 
➤Cabibbo mixing for Tevatron processes

pT,lν > 0.5
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dσ
dmW

T



➤Differential fiducial N3LO predictions for charged current production

STATE-OF-THE-ART PREDICTIONS FOR dσN3LO

XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, Zhu in preparation

1
σ

dσ
dpl

T
Tevatron

1
σ

dσ
dmW

T
Tevatron
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Tevatron with fiducial cuts
1
σ

dσ
dmW

T
@

XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, 
Zhu in preparation

Isaacson, Fu and Yuan`22

ResBos2NNLOJET

➤Blue band: envelope of correlated scale 
variations in the ratio @NNLO

➤Blue band: CDFII statistical 
uncertainties 

➤Realistic theory uncertainty estimation
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WHAT ARE WE MISSING?

CDFII uncertainty budget

0.25%±

+10 30 MeV∼



XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, 
Zhu in preparation

NNLOJET

➤Blue band: envelope of correlated scale 
variations in the ratio @NNLO

pZ
T /pW+

T

0.1~0.5% accuracy ±

Bizon, Gehrmann-De Ridder, 
Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Monni,  

Re, Rottoli, Walker `19

RadISH+NNLOJET

➤Realistic theory uncertainty estimation
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WHAT ARE WE MISSING?

CDFII uncertainty budget

0.25%±

+10 30 MeV∼



NNLOJET 
W@LO  XS error 

4k CPU hours 
error 

 

 

 

2.2 MeV MC error

±0.0005 %

dσ/dmW
T > ± 0.003 %
ΔMeV ∼ 23 fb

Δσ ∼ 17 fb

3Δσ/ΔMeV =
±
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WHAT ARE WE MISSING?
➤Numerical error during template generation 

Method A: event-by-event self reweighing:     

➤ Analytical reweighing factor without interpolating error.
➤ MC error of reference propagates to all  choices.

➤ New fiducial cuts  new calculation.

w(mlν, mW, mref
W ) =

(m2
lν − m2

W)2 + m4Γ2
W /m2

W

(m2
lν − mref2

W )2 + m4Γ2
W /mref2

W

mW

→



NNLOJET 
W@NLO  XS error 

8k CPU hours 
error 

 

 

 

2.8 MeV MC error

±0.0009 %

dσ/dmW
T > ± 0.005 %

Δ MeV ∼ 26 fb

Δσ ∼ 24 fb

3Δσ/ΔMeV =
±

➤Numerical error during template generation 

Method A: event-by-event self reweighing:     

➤ Analytical reweighing factor without interpolating error.
➤ MC error of reference propagates to all  choices.

➤ New fiducial cuts  new calculation.

w(mlν, mW, mref
W ) =

(m2
lν − m2

W)2 + m4Γ2
W /m2

W

(m2
lν − mref2

W )2 + m4Γ2
W /mref2

W

mW

→
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WHAT ARE WE MISSING?



NNLOJET 
W@NNLO  XS error 

35k CPU hours 
error 

 

 

 

3.7 MeV MC error

±0.0013 %

dσ/dmW
T > ± 0.008 %

Δ MeV ∼ 32 fb

Δσ ∼ 39 fb

3Δσ/ΔMeV =
±

➤Numerical error during template generation 

Method A: event-by-event self reweighing:     

➤ Analytical reweighing factor without interpolating error.
➤ MC error of reference propagates to all  choices.

➤ New fiducial cuts  new calculation.

w(mlν, mW, mref
W ) =

(m2
lν − m2

W)2 + m4Γ2
W /m2

W

(m2
lν − mref2

W )2 + m4Γ2
W /mref2

W

mW

→
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WHAT ARE WE MISSING?

Is it comptable with  ? 

Cross check Alekhin, Kardos, et. al. `21

qcut
T , τcut, scut

ij



➤Numerical error during template generation 

Method B: grid with all D.O.F.:               

➤ Numerically challenging for D.O.F = 11 (may drop  for being very small)

➤ MC error of each grid bin + interpolation error cross bins (prefer fine granularity)
➤ Once  available, no new calculation is needed for different fiducial cuts

dσ
dmlνdpTdy [(1 + cos2θ) +

7

∑
i=0

Ai fi(θ, ϕ)]
A5,6,7

Ai(pT, y, mlν)
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WHAT ARE WE MISSING?

Z+J @ NNLO 
 

 

Inclusive in  
Smallest bin @ 10 GeV 

Gauld, Gehrmann-De Ridder,  
Gehrmann, Glover, Huss `17

A0(pT, y)
|y | < 1

mlν

W+J @ NNLO 
 

Inclusive in y,  
Smallest bin ~ 20 GeV 
Pellen, Poncelet, Popescu, 

Vitos `22

A2(pT)
mlν

ResBos2 approach for  
W@NNLO



➤Light and Heavy quark effects
➤Full CKM mixing vs. Cabibbo mixing

➤5-flavour scheme Cabibbo mixing affects only PDF 
 

 
 

 for q and Q not from a SU(2) doublet

➤Full CKM mixing  
 

 
 

  for one of q, Q  

for one of q, Q 

➤ requires W + top production
➤Sea quark mixing  flat K factor, final top could be special

fu fd̄ → |Vud |2 fu fd̄ + |Vus |2 fu fs̄
fc fs̄ → |Vcs |2 fc fs̄ + |Vcd |2 fc fd̄

fq fQ → fq fQ

fu fd̄ → |Vud |2 fu fd̄ + |Vus |2 fu fs̄ + |Vub |2 fu fb̄
fc fs̄ → |Vcs |2 fc fs̄ + |Vcd |2 fc fd̄ + |Vcb |2 fc fb̄

fq fQ → fq fQ ∈ [u, c]
fq fQ → fq fQ[( |Vuq |2 + |Vcq |2 )⊗ σ + |Vtq |2 ⊗ σ(mt)]

∈ [d, s, b]
|Vtb |2

→

WHAT ARE WE MISSING?
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➤Light quark mass effects require through study
➤Retain full quark mass dependence in FO, PDF 

and resummation: GM-VFN scheme. Collins `98

➤Reasonably good approximation in S-ACOT 
scheme @NLO+NLL indicates 9 MeV (LHC) 
and 3 MeV (Tevatron) shift of .mW

B
er

ge
, N

ad
ol

sk
y,

 O
ln

es
s `

05

+0.1% 
9MeV±



CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
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➤The determination of W boson mass requires delicate treatment and thorough 
understanding of experiment and theory uncertainties.

➤Theoretical uncertainties at 0.1% level is required to achieve 10 MeV accuracy in 
➤Best predictions for CC DY production at N3LO QCD achieves 1% accuracy.
➤Thorough study of resummation schemes, transition region profiling, non-perturbative 

effects indicates few % extra error.
➤Choices of correlated, uncorrelated, MHO uncertainty analysis can make theoretical 

uncertainties artificial small at 0.1% level.
➤Require collective efforts to reliably estimate theory uncertainties and to reduce it.
➤As the LHC entering precision era, fascinating progress is ahead to understand the  

puzzle. Many uncertainties and opportunities! 

mW

mW



CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Thank You for Your Attention

➤The determination of W boson mass requires delicate treatment and thorough 
understanding of experiment and theory uncertainties.

➤Theoretical uncertainties at 0.1% level is required to achieve 10 MeV accuracy in 
➤Best predictions for CC DY production at N3LO QCD achieves 1% accuracy.
➤Thorough study of resummation schemes, transition region profiling, non-perturbative 

effects indicates few % extra error.
➤Choices of correlated, uncorrelated, MHO uncertainty analysis can make theoretical 

uncertainties artificial small at 0.1% level.
➤Require collective efforts to reliably estimate theory uncertainties and to reduce it.
➤As the LHC entering precision era, fascinating progress is ahead to understand the  

puzzle. Many uncertainties and opportunities! 
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mW
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➤ResBos  ResBos2 
➤NNLO+N3LL accuracy for W/Z production

➤Upgrade CSS formalism to N3LL

➤Rescale NLO to NNLO from MCFM:

 

➤Dependence of angular coefficients recently 
included with more rescaling:

→

Isaacson Ph.D. thesis`17

Isaacson, Fu and Yuan`22

Campbell, Ellis and Giele `15

PRECISION PREDICTIONS IN CDFII

dσNLO

dpTdydQ
→ KNNLO

NLO
(pT, y, Q)

dσNLO

dpTdydQ

dσ
dcosθdϕ

∼
➤Pseudo data: NNLO+N3LL  with global fit

➤Fit g2,  in NLO+NNLL  to pseudo data

➤Use fitted g2,  in NLO+NNLL W templates

pZ
T

αs pZ
T

αs

1
σ

dσ
dpW

T
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qT SUBTRACTION  @ N3LO

qT

dσ
dqT

+∞

−∞

1
qT

ln2n−1(qT/Q)

1/ϵm

dσV
N3LO = dσV

N3LO
qT<qcut

T

+ dσV
N3LO

qT>qcut
T

= ℋV
N3LO ⊗ dσV

LO + [dσV+jet
NNLO − dσV,CT

N3LO]
qT>qcut

T

+ 𝒪 ((qcut
T /Q)n)

[Catani, Grazzini ’07]

V+jet @ NNLO resummationqT

Competing interests:    as small as possible         as large as possibleqcut
T ↭ qcut

T

  suppress power corrections↪   numerical stability & efficiency↪

๏ expand to fixed order 

๏  ingredients: 

‣ hard function  

‣ soft function  

‣ beam function 

𝒪(α3
s )

Hqq̄

S(b⊥)

Bq(b⊥)

qcut
T

p

p

g

q
Z/�

`�

`+

recoil

pZT 6= 0

[Gehrmann, Glover, Huber, Ikizlerli, Studerus '10]

[Li, Zhu '16]

[Luo, Yang, Zhu, Zhu '19] [Ebert, Mistlberger, Vita '20]
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INCLUSIVE    @ N3LOpp → γ*

๏ validation against analytic result  (     )   

๏ fully independent calculation  
    confirmation of large negative N3LO corrections  (  & outside of NNLO band)⇝ −2 %

3

and the beam functions [70–72], using the rapidity reg-
ulator proposed in [73]. These newly available results
provide the key ingredients for applying qT -subtraction
to processes with colorless final states at N3LO. The
perturbative beam functions are expressed in terms of
harmonic polylogarithms [74] up to weight 5, which can
be evaluated numerically with standard tools [75].

The resolved contribution above the q
cut
T for N3LO

Drell-Yan production contains the same ingredients of
the NNLO calculation with one extra jet. Fully di↵eren-
tial NNLO contributions for Drell-Yan-plus-jet produc-
tion have been computed in [76–78]. The application to
N3LO qT -subtraction further requires stable fixed-order
predictions at small qT [79–81], enabling the cancella-
tion of the q

cut
T between resolved and unresolved contri-

butions to su�cient accuracy. In this Letter, we em-
ploy the antenna subtraction method [82–85] to compute
Drell-Yan production above q

cut
T up to NNLO in pertur-

bation theory, implemented in the parton-level event gen-
erator NNLOJET [76, 79]. To achieve stable and reliable
fixed order predictions down to the qT ⇠ 0.4 GeV re-
gion, NNLOJET has been developing dedicated optimiza-
tions of its phase space generation based on the work
in [68]. This ensures su�cient coverage in the multiply
unresolved regions required for the qT -subtraction.

RESULTS

Applying the qT -subtraction method described above,
we compute Drell-Yan lepton pair production to N3LO
accuracy. For the phenomenological analysis, we restrict
ourselves to the production of a di-lepton pair through a
virtual photon only. We take ECM = 13 TeV as center
of mass collision energy and fix the invariant mass of
the di-lepton pair at Q = 100 GeV. Central scales for
renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF ) are taken at
Q, allowing us to compare with the N3LO total cross
section results from [14]. We use the central member of
PDF4LHC15_nnlo PDFs [86] throughout the calculation.

To establish the cancellation of qcutT -dependent terms
between resolved and unresolved contributions, Fig. 1
displays the qT distribution of virtual photon obtained
with NNLOJET (used for the resolved contribution) and
obtained by expanding the leading-power factorised pre-
diction at small qT using Eq. (2) up to O(↵3

s). The high-
est logarithms at this order are 1/qT ln5(Q/qT ). The
singular qT distribution is expected to match between
NNLOJET and SCET, which is a prerequisite for the
qT -subtraction method. This requirement is fulfilled by
the nonsingular contribution (NNLOJET minus SCET)
demonstrated in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. Remarkably,
the agreement starts for qT at about 2 GeV and extends
down to 0.32 GeV for each perturbative order. Numerical
uncertainties from phase space integrations are displayed
as error bars. We emphasize that the observed agreement

FIG. 1: Perturbative contributions to transverse mo-
mentum distribution of the virtual photon up to ↵

3
s.

The upper panel displays the qT -distribution obtained
from NNLOJET and from expanding SCET to each
order. The bottom panel contains the nonsingular re-

mainder (NNLOJET minus SCET).

FIG. 2: Inclusive N3LO QCD corrections to total
cross section for Drell-Yan production through a vir-

tual photon.

is highly nontrivial, providing very strong support to the
correctness of the NNLOJET and SCET predictions.

In Fig. 2, we display the N3LO QCD corrections to
the total cross section for Drell-Yan production through
a virtual photon, using the qT -subtraction procedure, de-
composed into di↵erent partonic channels. The cross
section is shown as a function of the unphysical cut-
o↵ parameter q

cut
T , which separates resolved and un-

resolved contributions. Integrated over qT , both the

qq̄
gg
qq

qg

Σ
𝒪(qcut

T )

[Duhr, Dulat, Mistlberger '20]

4

Fixed order �pp!�⇤(fb)

LO 339.62+34.06
�37.48

NLO 391.25+10.84
�16.62

NNLO 390.09+3.06
�4.11

N3LO 382.08+2.64
�3.09 [14]

N3LO only qcutT = 0.63 GeV qcutT ! 0 fit [14]

qg �15.32(32) �15.34(54) �15.29

qq̄ + qQ̄ +5.06(12) +5.05(12) +4.97

gg +2.17(6) +2.19(6) +2.12

qq + qQ +0.09(13) +0.09(17) +0.17

Total �7.98(36) �8.01(58) �8.03

TABLE I: Inclusive cross sections with up to N3LO
QCD corrections to Drell-Yan production through
a virtual photon. N3LO results are from the qT -
subtraction method and from the analytic calculation
in [14]. Cross sections at central scale of Q = 100 GeV
are presented together with 7-point scale variation.
Numerical integration errors from qT -subtraction are

indicated in brackets.

NNLOJET and SCET predictions involve logarithms up
to ln6(Q/q

cut
T ), which become explicit in the SCET cal-

culation. The NNLOJET calculation produces the same
large logarithms but with opposite sign, as well as power
suppressed logarithms (qcutT )m lnn(Q/q

cut
T ), where m � 2

and n  6. The physical N3LO total cross section con-
tribution must not depend on the unphysical cuto↵ q

cut
T ;

therefore it is important to choose a su�ciently small qcutT
to suppress such power corrections.

Figure 2 demonstrates the dependence on q
cut
T of the

SCET+NNLOJET predictions is negligible for values be-
low 1 GeV. In fact, for all partonic channels except qg,
the cross section predictions become flat and therefore
reliable already at qcutT ⇠ 5 GeV. It is only the qg chan-
nel that requires a much smaller q

cut
T , indicating more

sizeable power corrections than in other channels.

Also shown in Fig. 2 in dashed lines are the inclusive
predictions from [14], decomposed into di↵erent partonic
channels. We observe an excellent agreement at small-qT
region with a detailed comparison given in Table I. We
present total cross sections at small qcutT value (0.63 GeV)
and results from fitting the next-to-leading power sup-
pressed logarithms with q

cut
T extrapolated to zero. This

agreement provides a fully independent confirmation of
the analytic calculation [14], and lends strong support to
the correctness for our qT -subtraction-based calculation.
We observe large cancellations between qg channel (blue)
and qq̄ channel (orange). While the inclusive N3LO cor-
rection is about �8 fb, the qg channel alone can be as
large as �15.3 fb. Similar cancellations between qg and
qq̄ channel can already be observed at NLO and NNLO.
The numerical smallness of the NNLO corrections (and
of its associated scale uncertainty) is due to these cancel-

FIG. 3: Di-lepton rapidity distribution from LO to
N3LO. The colored bands represent theory uncer-
tainties from scale variations. The bottom panel is
the ratio of the N3LO prediction to NNLO, with dif-

ferent cuto↵ q
cut
T .

lations, which may potentially lead to an underestimate
of theory uncertainties at NNLO.
In Fig. 3, we show for the first time the N3LO pre-

dictions for the Drell-Yan di-lepton rapidity distribution,
which constitutes the main new result of this Letter. Pre-
dictions of increasing perturbative orders up to N3LO
are displayed. We estimate the theory uncertainty band
on our predictions by independently varying µR and µF

around 100 GeV with factors of 1/2 and 2 while elimi-
nating the two extreme combinations (7-point scale vari-
ation). With large QCD corrections from LO to NLO,
the NNLO corrections are only modest and come with
scale uncertainties that are significantly reduced [5, 7, 8].
However, as has been observed for the total cross sec-
tion, the smallness of NNLO corrections is due to cancel-
lations between the qg and qq̄ channels. Indeed, Fig. 3
shows clearly that the N3LO correction is large compared
with NNLO, and that the NNLO scale uncertainty band
fails to overlap with N3LO over the full rapidity range.
It should however be noted that the uncertainties from
PDFs, especially from the missing N3LO e↵ects in their
evolution, can be at the percent level [14], which high-
lights the necessity for a consistent PDF evolution and
extraction at N3LO in the future.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 3, we show the ratio of

the N3LO rapidity distribution to the previously known
NNLO result [7, 8]. As can be seen, the corrections are
about �2% of the NNLO results, and are flat over a
large rapidity range. There is minimal overlap between
the scale uncertainty bands only at large y�⇤ . To test the
numerical stability at N3LO, three values of qcutT are ex-
amined in the bottom panel. We observe the qcutT depen-

[Chen, Gehrmann, Glover, AH, Yang Zhu '21]
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THE PROJECTION-TO-BORN METHOD —- MASTER FORMULA

d�N
k
LO

F

dO
=

d�N
k
LO

F , inc.

dOB
+

(
d�N

k�1
LO

F+jet

dO
�

d�N
k�1

LO

F+jet

dO

����
O!OB

)

<latexit sha1_base64="SdMNG2E0/ew6Yk6cgfiS/jBwIa8=">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</latexit>

observables projected to Born 
fully local counter term

üǞƟ ßɫȴǽƟƁʉǩȴȣ  ƁȴȋȴʞɫɻǩȣǊȋƟʉ ɠɫȴƌʞƁʉǩȴȣ ǩȣ TT

! ɫƟŒȋƟȝǩɻɻǩȴȣ ɠǞŒɻƟ ɻɠŒƁƟࡩ /!>+n

pa + pb ! p> + k1 + k2 + . . .+ kn

! ɠɫȴǽƟƁʉǩȴȣ ʉȴ #ȴɫȣࡩ /!!>

p̃a + p̃b ! p̃> p̃a = !apaࡪ p̃b = !bpb

ȴȣɻǞƟȋȋࡩ p̃2> ! p2> = M2
> " !a !b =

2papb # 2(pa + pb)k1...n + k21...n
2papb

ɫŒɠǩƌǩʉˈࡩ ỹ> ! y> " !a/!b =
2pbp>
2pap>

!! ƌƟƁŒˈ ɠɫȴƌʞƁʉɻࡩ p> ! p1 + . . .+ pm pµi $ p̃µi = !µ
! p!i 

!µ
!(p>, p̃>) = gµ! #

2(p> + p̃>)µ(p> + p̃>)!
(p> + p̃>)2

+
2p̃µ>p>,!

p2>

! Ǉȴɫ n = 1, ࡩ2 ǦƊƝȠʂǦƀŒȈ ʉȴ ʉǞƟ ǩȣǩʉǩŒȋǩȣǩʉǩŒȋ ŒȣʉƟȣȣŒ ȝŒɠɠǩȣǊ

๏ sub-divergences 
‣ dealt with +jet @ Nk-1LO 

๏ NkLO divergences 
‣ fully local prescription 

‣ P2B (“ideal” subtraction)

F
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BACKUP SLIDES
➤Differential N3LO predictions for neutral current 

production with fiducial cuts
➤ Resum all order contributions at N3LL using RadISH 

and matched to N3LO
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➤Differential N3LO predictions for neutral current production with fiducial cuts
➤ Apply ATLAS fiducial cuts at 13 TeV 

➤ Dynamical scale  

➤  GeV,  

➤ Symmetric cuts:  GeV 
Introduce power correction at  

➤ Solution: 

➤ Apply Lorentz Boost below  

➤ Product cuts: 

➤ Typical fiducial cuts for  in DY production 

➤ Large log terms appear in  

μF = μR = m2
ll + pll2

T

mll ∈ [66,116] |ηl±
| < 2.5

|pl±

T | > 27
𝒪(qcut

T /mll)

qcut
T

mV
T , pV

T

pl
T ∼ mV /2, mV

T ∼ 2 × min[pl
T], pV

T ∼ 0

pl+

T pl−

T > 27 GeV

min{pl+

T , pl−

T } > 20 GeV
XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Monni, Rottoli, Re, Torrielli `22

Salam, Slade `21

Buonocore, Rottoli, Kallweit, Wiesemann `21 
Camarda, Cieri, Ferrera `21

BACKUP SLIDES
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1
σ

dσ
dmW

T
Tevatron

XC, Gehrmann, Glover, Huss, Yang, 
Zhu in preparation

➤Realistic theory uncertainty estimation
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WHAT ARE WE MISSING?

R(n)
W+W− = σW+/σW−

➤A:  truncate at fixed order

➤A’:  expand in  then truncate
➤B, B’: A, A’ with uncorrelated scale variations

➤C: 

σW+

FO /σW−

FO

σW+

FO /σW−

FO αs

± 1 − R(n)
w+w−/R(n−1)

w+w−

Duhr, Dulat, Mistlberger `20


